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Stormy Umbrella
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Description

Never be caught in the rain again, stay dry
with the Stormy Umbrella. This is the
ultimate full-sized umbrella to protect you
from even the craziest of storms, with an 8
ribbed frame made from fibreglass and
vented wind panel for additional stability
from strong winds. The shade is made from
a 190T pongee fabric, which means it’s a
stronger, tougher and a higher density
material than traditional nylon and
polyester, making it more durable. This
umbrella features an automatic button
release, two velcro straps to wrap around
both the vent and the base of the umbrella
canopy when not in use and a matching
pongee sleeve.  It has a rubber handle.
Please note a standard digital transfer
CMYK cannot be exactly PMS matched. To
convert artwork colours from CMYK to PMS
is TBA per colour. For digital transfer
printing, please ensure art and colours are
at full opacity.

Details

Item Size
Diameter: 1200mm. Rib length: 470mm

Colours
White, Red (PMS 199c), Red with White,
Black, Black with Grey Reflective Trim,
Black with White, Bottle Green (PMS 560c),
Bottle Green with White, Cyan (PMS 801c),
Navy (PMS 2965c), Navy with White, Royal
(PMS 293c), Royal with White

Decoration Options
Digital Transfer

Decoration Areas
Digital Transfer 200mm x 250mm

Notes

Details such as measure, weight indications
are approximate figures only. We reserve
the right to change colours, printable areas,
technical details or designs.

Why Should You Buy From Us?
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100% Australian
Company
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Nationwide Service &
Delivery

Ready to Order?

If you would like to proceed then simply reply to our email and tell us your print requirements and
supply your logos in vector EPS, AI or PDF. We will provide pre-production mock up proof for
approval prior to production if the quote is acceptable and you like to proceed with this order.
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